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Abstract
In this report, we introduce the reversible Gray-Scott model as a tool of thermodynamic
investigation in non-equilibrium reaction-diusion system. This model is modied from the
original Gray-Scott model in order to calculate the entropy production of a reaction-diusion
system. Here, we study the relations between the pattern formation and the thermodynamic
quantities; the entropy production, the entropy ow and the entropy change. In summary, we
comment the relation between the thermodynamic quantity and the mathematical analysis of
pattern dynamics.
x 1. Introduction
Many ordered structures exist in nature, especially biological system. For example,
ordered arrays of stripes, dots or both appear in the skin patterns of sh [1]. These
structures seem to contradict with the second thermodynamic law. Prigogine et al.
succeeded to explain this contradiction and proposed a concept of the dissipative struc-
tures in the framework of the non-equilibrium thermodynamics [2, 3]. The dissipative
structures are evoked through only dissipative processes under condition far from equi-
librium. Therefore these ordered structures satisfy the second law of thermodynamics.
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After the proposal of dissipative structures concept, the number of studies in non-
equilibrium and dissipative systems from the dynamical viewpoint increased. Especially
pattern dynamics has been well studied mathematically and experimentally in reaction
diusion systems [4, 5, 6, 7]. However, the number of those studies from the thermo-
dynamic viewpoint decreased. Thus there are a few studies that discuss the relation
between the thermodynamic quantities and the pattern dynamics or behavior of the
non-equilibrium system.
In order to discuss that relation, we introduced the reversible Gray-Scott model
[8]. In this report, we present our studies with the numerical calculation of the entropy
balance. The relations between the pattern dynamics and the thermodynamic quan-
tities are discussed. In summary, we add comments about the relation between the
thermodynamic quantities and the mathematical description of pattern dynamics.
x 2. System
Generally, the chemical reactions are irreversible when these are used for simula-
tions of non-linear pattern formation. However, it is impossible to calculate the entropy
production of the irreversible reactions because the entropy production becomes in-
nite. (See Appendix A) In this paper, we use the reversible Gray-Scott model in order
to calculate the thermodynamic quantities in a reaction diusion system.
This model is called the reversible Gray-Scott model, which is modied from the
original Gray-Scott model [4]. This original model was considered as a part of the
Brullseter model. The model consists of two chemical reaction steps and three chemical
spices U, W and P :
(2.1) U + 2W, 3W;
(2.2) W, P:





=  UW 2 + f(1  U) + krW 3 +DUr2U
@W
@t
= UW 2   (f + k)W   krW 3 + krP +DWr2W
@P
@t
= kW   krP   fP +DPr2P
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where f is the ow rate constant; k and kr are the rate constants of the forward
and the backward reactions, respectively. DU , DW and DP are the diusion coecients
of U, W and P, respectively, and are set to be: DU = 2:0 10 5, DW = 1:0 10 5 and
DP = 1:0 10 6.
x 3. Results and discussion
The present system can show various pattern formations: self-replicating pulse,
stretching line, chaotic pattern and also co-existing patterns [9, 10]. Here, thermody-
namic quantities (entropy production, entropy ow and entropy change) are calculated
in the two cases that a one-dimensional media shows self-replicating pulse and a propa-
gating pulse. The relations among thermodynamic quantities are described in Appendix
A. In order to calculate the entropy ow, we introduced a new chemical potential [11, 12].
The denition and calculation method of this potential is described in Appendix B.
First, we show the results in the case that the system shows self-replicating pulse
(Fig.1). The one side of the system is perturbed initially and a pulse is initiated. This
pulse self-replicates after a while. This pulse self-replicates three times and the system
is lled with four pulses. Finally, the system becomes stable.
The entropy production increases rapidly while the pulse is self-replicating and it
becomes almost stable while the pulse is not self-replicating, i.e., the system shows quasi-
stable state. Finally, it becomes a constant when the system shows stable state. The
entropy production is proportional to the area of black regions, and then the entropy
production is an index of pattern [8, 9]. In the previous paper [8], we examined whether
the entropy production could be a potential function. Unfortunately, the result shows
the entropy production cannot work as a potential function and it is a counterexample
of the Hanson's hypothesis that pulse replication phenomenon occurs because of the
minimum entropy production principle [8].
The entropy ow shows negative values. This means that the system throws out
the entropy to its environment with the ow. The absolute value of this quantity is
almost the same that of the entropy production. It means that most amount of the
entropy that is produced inside the system is thrown out to its environment in order to
keep the system structures [11].
The absolute value of the entropy change is smaller than the other quantities. This
quantity shows near zero value when the system shows quasi-stable state. On the other
hands, this quantity shows a peak while the pulse is self-replicating. This quantity
converges to zero, as the system becomes stable state. These behaviors of the entropy
change mean that the entropy increases during the process of the pulse of self-replication
and the entropy becomes stable while the system shows static stable state.
Second, thermodynamic quantities are calculated in the case the system shows a
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Figure 1. Time series of the one-dimensional system and thermodynamic quantities
when the system shows self-replicating pulse. The system size is 180dx. dx = 0.005.
f = 0:03, k = 0:06, kr = 0:001. The system has the Neumann boundary condition.
First panel: time series of the system. The gray-scale shows the concentration of U
0.0 (black) to 1.0(white). Second panel: time series of the entropy production. Third
panel: time series of the entropy ow. Forth panel: time series of the entropy change.
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Figure 2. Time series of the one-dimensional system and thermodynamic quantities
when the system shows traveling pulse. The system size is 400dx. dx = 0:005. f = 0:01,
k = 0:047, kr = 0:001. The boundary condition is changed at t = 3000:0, from the
Neumann boundary to the periodic one. First panel: The time series of the system.
The gray-scale shows the concentration of U 0.0 (black) to 1.0 (white). Second panel:
time series of the entropy production. Third panel: time series of the entropy ow.
Forth panel: time series of the entropy change.
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traveling pulse (Fig.2). The system is perturbed and a pulse is initiated initially. After
a while, the Neumann boundary is changed to the periodic boundary. Then the pulse
is propagating with a constant velocity. All of the thermodynamic quantities become
constant values after the traveling pulse is stabilized. The entropy production becomes
a constant because the prole of traveling pulse is kept constantly and the entropy
production is proportional to the black region [12].
The entropy ow goes to a negative constant value that is the same absolute value
of the entropy production. Then the entropy change converges to zero. It means that
all of the entropy that is produced inside the system is thrown out to the system and
then the entropy of the system is always kept constant.
From these two cases, the thermodynamic quantities become constant. Especially
when the system shows a stable solution, the entropy change becomes zero whether the
system pattern is static or moves with constant velocity. The latter property coincides
with the intrinsic property of the entropy, i.e., the entropy is a state function and then
it shows constant value when the system is stable.
x 4. Summary
In this report, we calculate the entropy balance equation in a reaction-diusion
system with the reversible Gray-Scott model. In order to calculate the entropy ow
and the entropy change, we introduce a new chemical potential. The property of the
entropy change consists with the instinctive and intrinsic property of the entropy that
the entropy is a state function of the system. Therefore, introducing the new chemical
potential is useful to calculate numerically the entropy balance equation.
Here, think back on the study of Nishiura and Ueyama [6, 7]. They analyzed
mathematically the mechanism of the self-replicating pulse. Their system has many
stable manifolds in the norm and parameter space. These manifolds called Turing
branch of k mode for stable k pulses (k is the number of the pulses)[6]. The moving
point of the system travels near the saddle node bifurcation points of these branches in
the case that the system shows self-replicating pulses. The moving point converges to
the bifurcation point of k-mode branch when the k pulses exist in the system. After
that, the moving point stays temporally near this point while the pulses are quasi-
stable, in other words, while the pulses look stable. However, the moving point gets
away from this point when one of the pulses begin to self-replicate. Then the moving
point converges to the saddle node bifurcation of the k+1 mode branch and the system
shows another quasi-stable state (looks like k + 1 pulses solution). Finally, the moving
point settles down on the stable manifold when the system shows a stable state. If
there is no stable manifold, the system shows chaotic behaviors. From the present
calculations, the entropy change converges to zero, but not zero while the pulse does
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not self-replicate, i.e., the system shows a quasi-stable state. And also this quantity goes
up from zero when the pulse begins to self-replicate. Therefore it looks that the entropy
change shows the distance between the moving point and the stable manifold of k mode
Turing branch and then there is possibility that the entropy change can be an index of
that distance. Therefore, we believe that this relation is useful to reveal the detailed
relation between the thermodynamic quantities and the mathematical description of the
system.
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xAppendix A. Entropy balance equation
The entropy balance equation is a basic equation for non-equilibrium thermody-
namics. This equation is derived from the mass conservation law and the relation
between the entropy per unit volume and mass density [2, 3]. The mass conservation
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where j and jj are density and ux vector of the jth chemical species, respectively.
vji is stoichiometric constant of jth chemical species in ith chemical reaction. wi is the
rate of the ith chemical reaction.











where j is the chemical potential of the jth chemical species and it is described
as:
(A.3) j = 

j + kBT ln cj
where j is the standard chemical potential and cj is the concentration of the jth
chemical species [2, 3]. The standard chemical potential has a constant value charac-
teristic for each chemical species.
The entropy balance equation consists of the three thermodynamic quantities: the
entropy change, the entropy production and the entropy ow. The entropy change is























The entropy production represents the time derivative of the entropy that is pro-

























where kB is the Boltzman constant; vi;+ and vi;  are the rates of the forward and
the backward reactions of the ith chemical reaction, respectively. Dj is the diusion
coecient and the concentration of the jth chemical species.
The entropy ow represents the time derivative of the entropy that comes from or
goes out to the environment across the boundary of the system. The entropy ow can
be written as an integral over the system surface 
 with the divergence theorem:


















where n is the unit vector normal on the system surface.
xAppendix B. Calculation of the entropy ow
For the calculation of the entropy ow, the ow vector j and the chemical potential
 in Eq.A.6 should be described concretely. Here, descriptions of these quantities in the
present model will be given.
The ux vectors are derived from the system congurations. Here, we consider a
one-dimensional reaction-diusion system for simplicity [11]. Spatial inhomogeneity in
concentrations appears along one direction x only. Then, the ow vector j is described;
Inward ows of chemical species are given as:
(B.1) jU =  fez; jW = 0; jP = 0;
and the outbound ows are given as:
(B.2) jU = fUez; jW =  fWez; jP = fPez;
where ez is the unit vector directed parallel to the surface normal vector. Here,
the direction of this vector is perpendicular to the direction x. The ow terms are
set to zero at the Neumann boundary conditions [11]. When the system has periodic
boundary condition the system has no out or in ow term in the direction x.
The chemical potential is described with the concentrations of the chemical species
and its standard chemical potential. However, we face a problem that the values of
the standard chemical potentials are unknown in our model. This fact means that
it is impossible to calculate the entropy ow from eqs.A.3 and A.6. To avoid this
inconvenience, we introduce an alternative chemical potential, r, which is called the
relative chemical potential [11].
The relative chemical potential is dened as:
(B.3) r;j = 

j + kBT ln cj   j   kBT ln ce;j = kBT ln
cj
ce;j
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where ce;j is the concentration of the jth chemical species at the equilibrium state.
This equilibrium state is dened as the steady state to which the non-equilibrium system
should reach if the system is suddenly isolated from its environment.
For the calculation of the relative chemical potentials in the present system, the
equilibrium state ce;j(= ce;j(t)) is calculated from the following three equations. These










(B.6) kWe = krPe;
where V is the volume of the system; Ue, We and Pe are the equilibrium concentra-
tions of chemical species U, W and P, respectively. The rst equation means that the
total number of molecules is preserved in the reversible Gray-Scott model. The second
and third equations mean that each chemical reaction step (eqs.2.1 and 2.2) should go
to the equilibrium states, i.e., the principle of the detailed balance should be satised.
